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Main Objectives

• Discuss history of Trauma Systems: Nationally and Locally

• Discuss where we are now

• Explore where we can go

• Entertain you for 45 minutes



History of Trauma Systems



History of Trauma Systems

• The history of trauma care in America parallels our history of caring for injured 
military personnel during war





THE REVOLUTIONARY WAR

• Among many other historical actions 
and implications

• Revolutionary War also played a role 
in the development (or division) of 
trauma services as we know them 
today.



Creation of the “Trauma Surgeon”
Dr. John Morgan

• Prior to the War, common practice within the field of 
medicine was to incorporate all categories of care 
into one individual; one physician

• Recognizing that trauma (specifically surgical care) 
was becoming a specialty of its own first took shape 
during the Revolutionary War when John Morgan, a 
colonial physician, initiated the separation of 
internal medicine from surgery.



First?? Trauma Manual

• John Bard, who was the first individual to publish 
a scientific paper on a surgical topic from the 
American colonies

• John Jones, who authored the first surgical 
works written by an American and printed in North 
America. Jones also – more importantly –
published “Plain, Concise, Practical Remarks on 
the Treatment of Wounds and Fracture” in 1775, 
which became the guide for surgeons during the 
War.

https://journals.lww.com/clinorthop/Pages/articleviewer.aspx?year=2000&issue=05000&article=00005&type=Fulltext


Moving to the Civil War





Civil War and 
President Abraham 
Lincoln

• ?creation of the first trauma 
manual 

• ?first time processes to care 
for injured patients were 
formally documented



ABRAHAM LINCOLN

• Significant role toward the progression of trauma care within our country. 

• This time period also set the stage for the developments in injury 
management that came about during both World Wars and the Korean War.

https://www.facs.org/quality-programs/trauma/tqp/systems-programs/trauma-series/part-i
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/3046560


Civil War

• Marked by significant battlefield injuries the 
Civil War initiated systems of care for injured 
soldiers

• helped to shape the triage

• aid 

• rapid transport to field or general hospitals 

https://www.ems1.com/paramedic-chief/articles/what-is-a-system-EeNCAW0Su0PSMGmP/


WWII

• Later, the concept of taking researchers into the battlefield to study outcomes 
(or how they fare after their treatment) began during World War II. 

• Many of these wartime advances served as models for the modern trauma 
system.



Let’s Shift to Civilian Life now… and local 
history

• 1983
• 1st Local Helicopter Transfer Program –
• Became Second Busiest Service in The Nation

• MD to MD  Referral

• Transport To Any Hospital

• FAA Approved landing Pad
• Physician on Every Flight

• Receiving Hospital Guaranteed Flight Payment



Trauma Care  Vs.  Trauma Systems



• The 2016 NASEM report, mentioned earlier, 
outlines 11 recommendations for completing 
the nation’s trauma system, 

• Federal leadership, 

• coordination between military and civilian health 
leaders, 

• stronger collaboration between states

• steps to address gaps in trauma care

• a national trauma research plan with dedicated 
funding for clinical trials



What about the history of Trauma Systems in 
our region



History of Trauma Systems



History of Trauma Systems





Why Have a Trauma System ? 

• A collaborative trauma system enhances the chance of 
survival regardless of proximity to an urban trauma 
hospital

• Predetermined and organized response to managing injured 
patients

• Best utilization of resources 

• Best utilization of funding 

• Collaboration on violence prevention 

• Ensures the use of best practices 





• Determining location and number of trauma centers needed

• Working collaboratively … not competitively



What has our region done





Key Points of Information: It can work



Mortality Before and After NOTS

Pre-NOTS Post-NOTS Relative decrease 
in mortality

Blunt Injuries N = 10892 N = 14968

3.5% 2.2% ↓37%

Penetrating N = 1480 N = 1749

10.1% 6.5% ↓36%

ISS > 14 N = 1774 N = 1816

(severely injured) 25.4% 19.3% ↓24%

Age > 64 N = 2762 N = 3558

7.5% 5.5% ↓27%





Improvements of TBI Patients



The most severe 
and “time 
sensitive” patients 
have also had 
better outcomes
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Where can we go from here



Have not sustained all initial improvements







Trauma Systems

• Trauma Systems must put patients and community first… They need 
to be committed to improving and saving lives

• Continue to share data

• ?? Need some monitoring/regulation/oversight 







• Objectives: Trauma centers are inconsistently distributed 
throughout the United States. It is unclear if new trauma centers 
improve care and decrease mortality. We tested the hypothesis 
that increases in trauma centers are associated with decreases 
in injury-related mortality (IRM) at the state level.



Where are our 
trauma centers?

• We sought to examine if:

1. Having more trauma centers is associated with 
lower injury-related mortality

2. Adding trauma centers is associated with 
decreases in injury-related mortality



2014-2018:

• Injury Mortality Data from the 

Centers for Disease Control

• Trauma Center (TC) location 

from the Trauma Information 

Exchange Project

Do increases in TC change injury-

related mortality (IRM)?

• Geographic Information 

Systems (GIS)

• Longitudinal Regression 

Analysis, with fixed effects 

within states • Large variability in trauma 

center # between states

• More centers associated with 

higher IRM

• Changes in trauma centers not 

associated with IRM

Truong EI et al.

EAST Annual Scientific Assembly

January 2021

IS MORE BETTER? DO STATEWIDE INCREASES IN TRAUMA CENTERS 
REDUCE INJURY-RELATED MORTALITY?

@metrohealthcle @esthertsengmd 
@vanessapho @claridgejeffrey 

@EAST_Trauma

Data Sources: Analysis: Results:



Conclusions

• Having more trauma centers and increasing the number 
of trauma center within a state were not associated with 
decreases in state-level injury related mortality

• In this case, more is not better

• However, more work is needed to identify the optimal 
number and location of trauma centers to improve injury 
related mortality 



//upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/9c/Pole_Vault_Sequence_3.jpg


Decreasing the number of deaths from gun 
violence
What is the number needed to show benefit???



7. Decreasing the number of deaths from gun 
violence
What is the number needed to show benefit???







Graphical representation 
of the largest connected 
component of the network. 

Each node represents a 
unique individual. Red 
nodes identify subjects of 
a fatal or nonfatal gunshot 
injury; blue nodes 
represent people who 
were not subjects of gun 
violence. 

• An individual within these social networks was at the greatest 

risk of being shot within a period of about 125 days after their 

“infector,” the person most responsible for exposing the subject 

to gun violence, was the subject of gun violence. 

• These results provide evidence that gun violence is not just an 

epidemic, but it has specific network patterns that might provide 

plausible opportunities for interventions

• “There is a real value in understanding the timing of these 

events as a way to identify victims, and where we can insert 

resources such as violence- and harm-reduction programs into 
these networks.”



The Answer is not:

More Trauma Centers



LET’S BE COMPETIVE TOGETHER…. AGAINST 
THE DISEASE!!!











Moving forward:  

• NOTS is committed to working together to 
• Work with prehospital providers
• Evaluate prehospital and hospital resuscitation
• Provide educational opportunities
• Work to prevent injuries

• GUN VIOLENCE

• FALLS



In Closing:    



Trauma Center
By: me
Album:  Thoughts of a Trauma Surgeon

Original: 



Trauma Center
By: me
Album:  Thoughts of a Trauma Surgeon
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Trauma Center
By: me
Album:  Thoughts of a Trauma Surgeon

Original: 



Dr. Trauma … you’re on call

So, I Guess this means you’ll be here til tomorrow, eh?

Yeah, ha, ha;  guess who’s on

That be me…  Call me once, Call me twice, Call me all 

night, yeah



We’re a trauma center, roundin’ on patients

Sippin crappy coffee; you crazy if you think I’ll ev’a finish

I told you I’m a trauma center, I’ll be the last to go home,

You can bet it; just don’t to it 

For the cheddar, cause we’re a trauma center

I don’t go looking for no trouble,

But somehow the patients always find me;

Don’t make me see you in the trauma center

With your momma crying ‘cause her only son is dying

She don’t know it’s already your third tonight

Cause we’re a trauma center



(Verse 1)

Good god man, our teams workin all the time

I got CEOs tellin me about budget 

And now we got no nurses, and beds be full

With other hospitals calling to transfer some peeps

I got weights round my neck the size mountain tops

and treating folks shot with Glocks ridin in the Lex

Resident days, we used to eat Ramen and cold cereal



Now we’re taking call, to pay off our debt

It’s me on all night and then to be back again

Treating patients like they won’t see tomorrow

Two patients shot, they may not

And more patients coming, keeping you up til six

We’re taking trips to fast-food just to eat

Tryin not to fall asleep at the red-light

I was in debt a couple 100 thou, now I’m still not worth a million

I’ll put money in my 401K, and 529 for the children



We’re a trauma center, roundin’ on patients

Sippin crappy coffee; you crazy if you think I’ll ev’a finish

I told you I’m a trauma center, I’ll be the last to go home,

You can bet it; just don’t to it 

For the cheddar, cause we’re a trauma center

I don’t go looking for no trouble,

But somehow the patients always find me;

Don’t make me see you in the trauma center

With your momma crying ‘cause her only son is dying

She don’t know it’s already your third tonight

Cause we’re a trauma center



(verse 2)

Since we got the Covid, there is even more violence

We got republicans and dems, who cares about the affiliation

We are one, it is senseless to not prevent this

Too many gunshots after the sun goes down

At any given instant another incident



I’m just given you a glimpse of every night we be on

And they hold the ORs, just in case we need to come up hot

It isn’t that we don’t love our job, we just want less gsws

We need to teach them kids, they are not bullet proof 

Not sure whose gonna do it; but we don’t need to lose more baby 

blues

These short fuses leading to way too much news

Please make love not war and keep safe from dyin in our trauma 

center.



We’re a trauma center, roundin’ on patients

Sippin crappy coffee; you crazy if you think I’ll ev’a finish

I told you I’m a trauma center, I’ll be the last to go home,

You can bet it; just don’t to it 

For the cheddar, cause we’re a trauma center

I don’t go looking for no trouble,

But somehow the patients always find me;

Don’t make me see you in the trauma center

With your momma crying ‘cause her only son is dying

She don’t know it’s already your third tonight

Cause we’re a trauma center



(Verse 3)

I got tired while I was on call, but now I’m back

We’re ready to see whatever comes through those doors

Got manuscripts on my back, lectures to give to the studs

Got charts to sign, to get the coders off my back

Listen boss, get off my back; your get your money

Cause I dictated them cases to get all those RVUs

I move through the EMR like Mozart composing songs

My kids, Zach n’ Autumn, wondering when I’ll get home



Reality check, have no ideas what our salaries should be

I give call to my team with a pat on the back

They share what they know and work to show their skill

And they drain pus, get airways, resuscitate, and save lives

It’s the life of a trauma surgeon, you all know

See us in the ED, and scrubbed in the OR

We were on for 24, and just kept goin

Livin on adrenaline and for savin lives



We’re a trauma center, roundin’ on patients

Sippin crappy coffee; you crazy if you think I’ll ev’a finish

I told you I’m a trauma center, I’ll be the last to go home,

You can bet it; just don’t to it 

For the cheddar, cause we’re a trauma center

I don’t go looking for no trouble,

But somehow the patients always find me;

Don’t make me see you in the trauma center

With your momma crying ‘cause her only son is dying

She don’t know it’s already your third tonight

Cause we’re a trauma center



(Verse 4)

Yeah, NOTS, Thank you Cleveland

Ha, Ha, no problem, we don’t stop, nah

Save the thanks for the last, Talk of the NOTS

Thoughts of a midlife surgeon, baby

Thanks, y’all

NOTS Staff, and trauma posse, you know



The NOTS Board, The Docs, and the Nurses 

Amazing EMS providers, ooh

David, Greg, and Nicole

We’re gonna keep lovin this job

Y’all surgeons gonna keep healin

Heck y’all, we got this

We’re built for this stuff; Trauma Nights, Savin Lives

We run this trauma center!



The End… Peace


